
At the heart of economics



“We owe our reputation 
to teamwork”

Jean TIROLE

TSE Chairman
2014 Nobel laureate 

Jean-Jacques Laffont
Founding father of TSE



The Institute for Advanced Study 
in Toulouse (IAST) is a cutting-edge 
research center hosted by TSE.

Interdisciplinarity is at the heart of 
IAST which was built with the idea that 
combining different methods, techniques 
and views from the different social 
sciences can unlock new solutions to 
today’s big issues. 

INTERDISCIPLINARY
Jean-Jacques Laffont, TSE’s founding 

father, always envisionned a strong 
link between academic research, 
institutions, companies and the 

real-world issues they face. Toulouse 
economists have hence been very 

active exchanging and debating 
with practitioners and institutional 

leaders, allowing our faculty to 
test their models and results on 

empirical situations.

PARTNERSHIPS

TSE has been training tomorrow’s 
top economists since 2011.

Its 2500 students benefit from 
the academic excellence of TSE 
faculty but also from the inputs 
and advice of international 
experts. The growing alumni 
network is another key 
advantage for their careers.

EDUCATION
TSE is one of the world’s top 
10 economics departments,  

gathering more than 150 
international faculty 

among whom Jean Tirole, 
2014 Nobel laureate.

RESEARCH



“TSE’s mission
is to develop economic 

knowledge for a better world”

Christian GOLLIER
TSE Director



Toulouse School of Economics 

A leAding
reseArch center

150
FACULTY mEmbERS

Is an international research center among the very best in the world. 
TSE is for example the 3rd beneficiary of European Research Council 
grants. This support, awarded via calls for projects, illustrates the 
talent and academic excellence of TSE faculty. 

Imagined by Jean-Jacques Laffont in the 80s, TSE has always been 
inspired by the very best universities in the world and implemented 
from the outset a strong independant governance system, ensuring 
the long-term vision of the center and its ambition to figure among 
the very best research institutions in the world. TSE’s Scientific 
Council gathers 16 world-class academic members among whom 
4 are Nobel laureates. 

TSE faculty are always in relation with economic leaders from 
companies or institutions and are regularly asked to deliver reports 
or analysis. This mission of contributing to public debate is at the 
heart of the institute.

4
Nobel laureateS oN 

the ScieNtific couNcil



“TSE implements innovative 
teaching techniques, in line 

with the very best international 
standards”

Stéphane GREGOIR

TSE Dean



Toulouse School of Economics 

2500
STUDENTS

trains tomorrow’s leading economists and offers both theroretical 
and empirical courses, directly in link with the latest research results 
from its faculty.

TSE implements cutting-edge teaching techniques and offers its 
students many career options and opportunities via internships, 
international exchanges, a Junior company, campus associations, 
and much more. 

Proudly international, TSE is a unique center in France both in 
terms of academic excellence and ambitious education programs, 
one of the very best institutions in these two fields.

90
NATIONALITIES

deliVering 
WOrld-clAss degrees 

in ecOnOMics



“The study of human 
behavior is the common goal 

of the different social sciences, 
it’s high time to remove their 

artificial boundaries”

Paul SEABRIGHT

IAST Director



The Institute for Advanced 
Study in Toulouse

9
DiSciPliNeS

36
reSearcherS

gathers more than thirty international researchers from the different 
social sciences (anthropology, biology, law, economics, history, philoso-
phy, political science, sociology) within a cutting-edge interdisciplinary 
research center that aims to answer the biggest societal questions. 

Innovation is at the heart of IAST and its’ members have implemented 
many new ideas to allow better academic exchanges between the 
disciplines. 

IAST hosts both many internal seminars to develop the junior 
faculty’s thought processes and regularly welcomes top international 
academics to cross-discipline conferences. 

the FUtUre 
OF reseArch



“An incredible opportunity 
to directly confront our work with 

the real-world issues of companies 
and institutions”

Sébastien POUGET

TSE Partnership Director



has always been a partnership-oriented research center. Over the 
years, its numerous partners have benefitted from the economic ex-
pertise of TSE faculty in a wide range of fields, most notably industrial 
organisation but also much more. 

These exchanges have also been of great help to TSE faculty who have 
been able to test their theories, models, and predictions. The work that 
the Nobel Committee rewarded Jean Tirole for in 2014 stems from this 
tradition of partnership research. 

36
yearS of PartNerShiP 

exPertiSe

More than 20
PartNerS

Toulouse School of Economics

PArtnershiP 
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